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Hale & Herschend Medal at
World Air Games
by Peter Cuneo & Barbara Fricke

The 2nd World Air Games were held in Andalucia,
Spain, June 23 to July 1, 2001. One of the eleven
events was the Gas Balloon World Air Games
Championship held in Seville, June 24-30. One US
team was entered, piloted by Bruce Hale and Jim
Herschend. A total of seven tasks were called by the
event director, Mark Sullivan and his assistant, David
Levin. Jim and Bruce scored very well and finished in
third place behind the German team of Klaus
Wesgerber and Astrid Gerhardt.
The top 3 teams were:
Weisgerber & Gerhardt, Germany – 6096 points
Jurg & Van Houten, Netherlands
– 5407 points
Hale & Herschend, USA
– 5140 points
Results of each task and the overall standings for
all 8 teams can be found at www.fai.org under
ballooning and then go to gas ballooning.
Bruce and Jim’s medal helped the US finish 3rd
overall with 5 Gold, 5 Silver and 3 Bronze. Russia was
first with 11 gold, 5 silver and 6 bronze. Second was
France with 6 gold, 11 silver and 10 bronze medals. ■

(Photo by Harris “Goodie” Goodwin)

Jim Herschend and Bruce Hale at Awards Ceremony.

US Gordon-Bennett Qualifier Set
The details of the US qualifying race
for the 2002 Gordon Bennett have been
announced by the BFA Gas Division. For
more on the selection process see Richard
Abruzzo’s Chairman’s Column on Page 7
of this issue.
The launch window for the event will
be November 2-4, 2001, in Albuquerque.
Entry fee is $2,980 for Helium and $1,100
for Hydrogen balloons. An additional
$1,000 deposit for the mandatory tracker
and $75.00 sanction fee (competitive
balloons only) will be required. Only two
people will be allowed to fly in each
balloon.
Deadline for application and payment
of fees is October 7 with no refunds for
cancellation after that date.
The entry form and regulations are
included in this issue.
■
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World Air Games launch, Andalucia Spain
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Wacky World Record

EDITORS’ COLUMN
by Peter Cuneo & Barbara Fricke

So we’re into the summer months, not known for
organized gas balloon events, and US pilots have still
been managing to fly. Several have gotten into the air
over the last three months in Germany, Spain and
Georgia. This has resulted in the entrance of several
new gas pilots into our ranks, including as far as I can
tell, the first gas-rated FAA official.
US helium prices are up (recent quote $0.12 per
cubic foot). I have heard two explanations for this.
One says that US producers recently all shut down
their processing plants for maintenance at the same
time. The other blames a reduction in Russian exports
and a redistribution of US helium to Europe.
Thus, US sponsored events are becoming
correspondingly stingy while the Euro is down and,
European hydrogen and a vacation can be combined
for the price of a single US helium flight.
Congrats to the new German trained gas pilots and
a question for all the members of this division:
Does the future of US gas ballooning reside in
Germany?
There are great flying venues, friendly and
knowledgeable people, wonderful scenery and the
price is right. You may well see me over there next
summer. But if I do go, I will come home and
continue to work at furthering the current US gas
revival. Helium prices should come back down when
the international situation stabilizes. And where else is
a 3,000 mile coast-to-coast flight a real possibility?

(photo by Peter Cuneo)

Mike and Steve are interviewed before the flight.
Mike Howard and Steve Davis achieved a
curious distinction in Los Lunas, NM on the
morning of August 4, 2001 when they flew to
17,900 ft MSL while sitting on what looked like a
child’s seesaw suspended under a cluster of more
than 400 helium filled weather balloons.
The two former employees of Cameron US
were assisted by about 40 volunteers working most
of the night to fill the balloons.

Peter
Our sport is growing and this can only be good.
We know of 5 balloonists who recently ventured to
Germany to fly gas, 4 went to get the necessary flights
to have their restrictions removed, and one went to get
certified as a gas balloon repairman. In this issue, we
have attempted to bring you some of the high points of
their trips and a “few photos”. I suggest talking with
those who went to get a real feel for their enthusiasm
for gas ballooning in Germany.
Also, congratulations to Bruce Hale and Jim
Herschend for being third in the gas balloon event of
the World Air Games.

Barbara

■
(photo by Peter Cuneo)

Mike and Steve lift off at 6:50 am August 4
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A Week with Willie
by Greg Winker

The gust of wind hit us strong, maybe 25 mph.
Then the balloon rotated off vertical, swinging well out
of plumb. We had just run into a thermal – a big one.
Our descent was over and we started back up. So much
for that landing attempt. I aborted and began scanning
our flight path for the next field. Making sure, of
course, that we didn’t hit anything on our way out of
the valley.
Looking for landing sites in the Naturparks of the
Westfalen region in Germany is challenging. The
mountains are heavily forested and the narrow valleys
in between are almost always filled with power lines –
big ones. The kind you can hear at 100 paces. Today
was even more of a task – the wind was a brisk 28 mph
and thermals were popping up everywhere you looked.
It’s been a long time since I’ve flown in orographic
winds, and getting the balloon to do what I wanted was
becoming more and more difficult.
No worries though, as Willie Eimers, three time
Gordon Bennett champion was on board – giving me
some long anticipated gas balloon instruction. Along
with us was my good friend Phillip MacNutt, also from
Austin. Phillip and I had traveled to Germany solely to
fly gas balloons and get the experience necessary to
remove our ‘airborne heater’ limitation.
After several unsuccessful landing attempts Willie
asked how many bags we had left. A quick look
resulted in three. “THREE BAGS?” shouted Willie.
“I’M THE PILOT.” OK, maybe it’s time to start
sweating a little.
Normally three bags is enough to shoot one landing
– if you’re good. Flying in the mountains with today’s

weather our margin of safety was pretty slim – but then
Willie is pretty good. We were about to get a lesson
from the master himself. We took notes. First step,
honk on the parachute valve and start down at 800 fpm.
Aiming, of course, for a field the size of a postage
stamp. Step two, as you approach the ground, drop the
drag line from 50 feet, maintaining 800 fpm. Step
three, pray you are between thermals while you…..drop
one bag…..wait a few seconds…..drop a second
bag…..wait a few more…..then gently place the
balloon on a road for easy recovery. I’m not sure we
even bounced. Final sand on landing – ½ bag in the
hopper. To this day, I don’t know how he did it. And
in a scene right out of Wayne’s World, we
spontaneously bowed down to Willie proclaiming, “We
are not worthy.” We have it on video.
One small note. After we landed we learned that
“ab” is German for down. It is easily confused with the
English “up,” since it’s pronounced exactly the same.
So about half way through all this, when Willie yelled
out, “we need to go “ab,”” Phillip did the logical thing,
and threw over a bag of sand. “Ab” we went.
So how was it that Phillip and I ended up in
Germany in a gas balloon basket with Willie Eimers?
After all, there are plenty of places closer to Austin,
lots of good pilots in the US, and if we stayed here, we
could have even used Phillip’s own balloon.
I think impatience is the right word. Coordinating
two busy gas balloon wanna-be’s, an instructor, ground
crew, a helium truck and the weather got to be
frustrating. And it didn’t help that we were in part of
the year when bad weather was more common than
good. Plus, we both like to travel and generally look
for any excuse to get on a plane to go somewhere.
Enter plan B. Last year, when I flew the Alps (see
Ballooning – January 2001), I met Willie and planted
the seed for this ballooning holiday. When I gave him
a call last March, he said the weather is usually good in
May. We scheduled a week that worked for everyone
and crossed our fingers the weather would cooperate.
And, of course, that hoof and mouth disease didn’t
make its way onto the continent. The truth about the
weather? Before the trip, we heard the weather in May
was good. After the trip we heard it rains all the time.
But once again, the usual Winker luck prevailed.
Our travel schedule allowed five possible flight days
and the weather cooperated all five days. We flew
three times, spanning four days, and on our day off, we
drove to Augsburg and visited Ballonbau Wörner.
For those of you who have flown in Germany, you
know the ballonport infrastructure is impressive. 80%
of the world’s gas ballooning takes place in Germany,
Continued on Page 4
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and it has to be the result of the facilities more than any
other single reason. It was an eye opener when we
pulled into the Dusseldorf Ballonport at 3:00 in the
morning. The balloon field was lit up like a soccer
field – mowed grass with elevated lighting around the
perimeter. Not only was there a large clubhouse, there
was an equipment building, storage garage, a sand pit
and everything else you might need. Phillip remarked
over and over how civilized it all was.
All we had to do was walk over to the edge of the
field, hook up the filler tube, turn on the gas and 30
minutes later; the balloon was fully inflated and ready
to go. On this day, we had an early launch – around
4:00 AM. It was my first night flight. It also happened
to be Phillip’s birthday. So once we settled in at
pressure altitude, Willie popped a mini bottle of
champagne and we sang happy birthday in the dark.
We learned the proper toast in Germany is “Glück Ab.”
We were told it means “soft landings.” However, the
literal translation is “lucky down” – as in you’re lucky
to be down in one piece.
In just one week, Phillip and I learned more about
gas ballooning than we thought there was to know.
Beforehand, we had talked to a lot of people and done a
lot of reading. But actually doing is so much more
valuable. We can see it will take many more flights to
fine tune our skills. Something we eagerly look
forward to doing.
After a trip like this, there are always a few
incidents that stand out in your memory.
The
Frauvernüge incident was one of these. Amazingly, we
had the video camera running the whole time. You can
view it here: http://acca.nmsu.edu/~tim/strip.mov .
An honorable mention goes to Willie’s flight attire.
Willie always wears a white dress shirt when he flies. I
could never pull that off. It would get filthy, soaked
with sweat and torn up – probably by the time I
launched. Not our German friend. He’ll unload the
balloon, inflate it, move around a ton of sand, fly in it,
spill food on it, sleep in it (in the balloon), pack up,
sleep overnight in it at the hotel and wake up looking
crisp and clean the next morning – like he just put on a
fresh shirt. Phil and I would be hauled off as vagrants
if we tried that.
To top off our week, we got the full tour of Willie’s
basement. It’s a shrine to ballooning. He’s got the
equipment room, the secret Gordon Bennett “technical”
room, the Gordon Bennett Bar, as well as the main
room – each completely chocked full of balloon youname-it-he’s-got-it. It was a marvel to behold. By the
way, the current Gordon Bennett trophy - ya’ know,
that nice Austrian crystal one? It’s still in its box stored under a table, behind a sleeping bag, in his gear

room. Give him a hard time about that in Warstein.
And somewhere along the way, I think we figured
out how to win the Gordon Bennett Race. But I’m
running out of room, so I’ll have to save that for
another time.
So much happened that it just won’t fit in this
space. Our 22 hour, 705 km cross Germany flight, with
a stand up landing at the foot of the Austrian Alps.
Locating a 500 year-old Austrian farmhouse in the
middle of the night to bunk down. New friends, the
dedication of the chase crews, the wonderful hospitality
of the Eimers family, and our tour of Ballonbau
Wörner. Yes, we ate, slept and dreamt gas ballooning
for a full week. It may have been the finest week of my
life. I can’t wait to do it again.
As we reflect on our trip, we’ve asked ourselves
where to from here? Well, Phillip is busy preparing for
the certification flight for his new gas balloon.
Following that, he’ll be flying with Julian Nott in the
America’s Challenge. Greg will also be flying in
America’s Challenge, teamed up with Willie himself.
He’s also got some sort of top-secret project brewing in
his garage.
Now one last word about the following photo. This
is not Willie’s home, but rather the home of Lothar
Franz von Schönborn, the eighteenth century ElectorArchbishop of Mainz, Prince Bishop of Bamberg and
Imperial Archchancellor.
Weissenstein was built
between1711 and 1718.
Until we see you on the field – Glück Ab!
■

Phil and Greg pay homage to Willie in front of Weissenstein
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Gas at the Helen Race
by Charlie Schobel and Peter Cuneo

Charlie in Flight
Gas balloon owner, Bucky Brown, called to offer
me a seat on perhaps the first gas balloon flight in
recent history out of Georgia. Bucky and I both have
gas ratings but are relatively inexperienced. David
Harrell, the third co-pilot, would be on his first gas
balloon flight.
The flight was to take place during the Helen
Balloon Race in Helen, Georgia. This event has
taken place for over 20 years and is the only race of
its type in the country. It’s a hot air balloon race
from Helen to the Atlantic Ocean. The race can take
multiple days and the first person to cross I-95 is
declared the winner. This would be the first time gas
balloons participated.
The helium truck arrived about 7:00pm on
Wednesday, the 30th of May. We started inflating the
balloons about 7:30pm. We had incoming weather
and possible thunderstorms so we decided to wait
until 3:00am to get up, look at the radar, and make a
go/no-go decision. A forced, night gas landing in a
thunderstorm in the north Georgia mountains was not
something any of us really wanted to tackle. At
3:00am the radar was clear. We jumped in the basket
watched by just a few remaining onlookers. Bob
Wilbanks, sleeping in his mobile home, came
running out to offer us balloon mail but was a little
too late as we had already left the ground. Just
before the flight we realized that we had lots of extra
free lift and planned only a short flight, so we
decided to wake David Bristol and drag him into the
basket with us. Since David had no idea he was
going to be flying in the gas balloon in the middle of
the night, he was pretty much still asleep until we hit
about 8,000 ft. The four of us had a very pleasant

flight until after sunrise. Flying the north Georgia area
over Lake Burton and an area that was used for the
filming of the movie “Deliverance”.
A few hours after sunrise we looked behind us and
saw a large area of approaching black weather. We
had only been up about 7 hours but decided this was
the time to land the balloon and be safe rather than try
our skills at flying through thunderstorms. As we
descended in South Carolina to about 1,000 ft. the
wind changed from about 10 mph to over 20 mph.
This looked like it was going to be a high wind landing
in an area where there were very few landing sites.
Fortunately, as we got down to about 300 ft. AGL, the
wind became dead still and then actually started
backing up.
Through a four man, coordinated effort, we landed
the balloon in a small backyard of a house on the shore
of a lake.
We were safe, the balloon was landed, the weather
never came but the crew took another hour and a half
to find an entrance to us.
We packed up and went back to Helen to hear
stories about the other gas balloon and their flight.
This was Earl Miller’s new (to him) Padelt balloon. It
launched at sunrise with Troy Bradley, Earl Miller,
Tarp Head and Carol Weiner. After an intermediate
landing, Susan Stukas and Gene Funderburk replaced
Tarp and Carol for a second hop. They persevered
through the rain to a calm first and a windy second
landing. Earl’s balloon reversed direction after the
rain and landed in Cleveland, southwest of Helen with
a net distance of about 12 miles after 4.5 hours of
flight.
A great time was had by all, finishing with parties
and a keg of beer at the Helendorf Inn. ■

(photo by C. Schobel)

Landing Spot, Georgia style
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Around & About Stuttgart
by Barbara Fricke & Matt Guthrie with
contributions from Harris Goodwin

(photo by Mary Ellen Merrigan)

J. D., Goodie, Hans, Matt and Volker
In June 2001, Harris “Goodie” Goodwin, Matt
Guthrie, J. D. Huss and wives headed to Augsburg,
Germany for instruction in flying and repairing gas
balloons. Upon arrival all were met with wonderful
German hospitality, great food and fantastic scenery.
In addition to flying, each team member had
something else on their schedule.
Goodie, who is gas rated, was making his
second trip and was picking up his new Wörner
balloon, named DeGoodie, for its maiden flight.
Matt was to meet with Michael Wörner who had
generously volunteered to instruct Matt and Lorie
Guthrie in the finer points of construction of
hydrogen balloons and the techniques required in
repairs and annuals. J. D. planned a side trip to the
Mecca of soaring for some sail plane flights.
Pictured above are the three of them ready for
their first flight in DeGoodie from the Stuttgart
Balloon Club field in the middle of Stuttgart They
flew with Volker Loschhorn, chief instructor for gas
balloons in the Stuttgart Balloon Club and Hans
Fürstner. Their hosts for the trip were Hans and
Marieta Fürstner.
Three gas flights were planned, but weather
allowed only two to occur. Flights were mostly
daytime, with landings in the late afternoon to early
evening, in light winds. The far north latitude made
for late sunsets and early sunrises. The students got
in numerous landings, and passenger switches.
Additional interim landings were made so all the
wives could have a two hour flights and enjoy the

breathtaking scenery of the rolling hills of Germany.
Each pilot was polled for his personal trip
highlight.
Goodie’s understandably were picking up his new
balloon and flying it in Germany. He went on to the 2nd
World Air Games in Andalucia, Spain after the
ballooning in Germany. There he got to serve as an
official, another highlight for him for this trip.
Matt’s highlights were taking off from the
Stuttgart Balloon club field, a real honor since they
might be only the second group of Americans to have
gotten to fly from the field. Second for Matt was spent
3 days at the Wörner factory getting certified to be a
Wörner repairman. To quote Matt “Wörner’s expert
staff carefully watched as I proceeded to perform
repairs on scraps of fabric and offered helpful tips on
seam construction. After some practice I was allowed
to construct a seam on a balloon on order from a local
Albuquerque pilot.” So be sure to stop in at SuperiAire
Technologies, LLC in Albuquerque the next time your
Wörner experiences a less than satisfactory landing.
When asked about his personal highlights, J. D.,
while looking over his shoulder to be sure his wife
wasn’t within earshot, mentioned something about
bierhalls and frauleins. He also was awed by the great
wealth of soaring skill in Germany dating back to the
post World War I era when non-powered flight was the
only form of aviation allowed under the terms of the
Armistice.
All three pilots came back to the US lacking their
‘airborne heater’ restrictions.
Again quoting Matt, “The twelve days spent in
Germany was all too short, the people were all very
nice, and the food was all too good. I would like to
thank Mark Sullivan, Bruce Hale and Goodie Goodwin
for standing behind us in this adventure. I would also
like to thank the fine folks at Balloonbau Wörner
GMBH and the entire Stuttgart balloon club for their
outstanding hospitality.”
■

The balloon christening.

More photos on page 7
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Chairman’s Column
by Richard Abruzzo

Matt working at Balloonbau Wörner GMBH factory

DeGoodie in flight.

The German countryside and chase vehicles.
(Photos by Harris “Goodie” Goodwin, Marita Füstner and
Mary Ellen Merrigan).

This year’s Gordon Bennett Qualifier will be held
November 2–4, 2001 at Balloon Fiesta Park. The AIBF
presented a proposal to host the event in conjunction
with a Gas Balloon Rally that was already planned for
the late fall. The Gordon Bennett Qualifier will be a
sanctioned event and teams wishing to enter must be
voting members of the Gas Division and pay the $75.00
sanction fee required for the one-part task. Those
wishing to make a training or pleasure flight will not be
required to pay a sanction fee and will not be included
in the distance competition.
We know from prior experience that November can
provide great flight conditions and as an added benefit
the event will take place under a full moon. Launch is
planned for Friday, November 2nd with the 3rd and 4th as
back up nights. Both helium and hydrogen will be
made available, the entry fee for each gas being
$2,980.00 and $1,100.00 respectively. The launch field
will be grass and lighted. Weather services will be
provided for launch only.
As I reported in the April newsletter, the debate
regarding the use of different lifting gases in longdistance balloon races is ongoing. Hydrogen balloons
will be required to carry handicap ballast of 45 kg, as
was the case in last years America’s Challenge and
Gordon Bennett Qualifier. In the absence of any
conclusive information to suggest otherwise this
requirement will remain in effect. Several respected
pioneers of our sport have offered their opinions on this
issue and they vary from agreement that the current
handicap is correct to complete disagreement that a
handicap be required at all. Perhaps we already have it
right or maybe adjustment is required. One thing has
become clear, that the FAI Ballooning Commission, the
international governing body of our sport, must resolve
this issue. The BFA-Gas Division will request that the
FAI review this issue and inform the United States and
other gas ballooning nations as to the most equitable
way to conduct a mixed-gas balloon competition. We
will provide the FAI with all the information that we
have on this subject. Our request will ask for response
prior to next fall in order to have closure on this issue
prior to next year’s events.
The fall calendar is now set and I know we all look
forward to seeing each other and sharing some
wonderful adventures. With a little luck, the US will
bring the Gordon Bennett Cup back to this side of the
Atlantic. The effort to host an event in Nebraska was
not successful this year but we wish them the best to
pull it all together next time. I hope to see you all at the
America’s Challenge in October and at the Gas Balloon
Rally/Gordon Bennett Qualifier in November.
■
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PETER CUNEO
1209 FLORIDA NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110-6801
e-mail: peter.cuneo@lmco.com

GAS ON THE WEB
http://acca.nmsu.edu/~tim/strip.mov .
A must look. Nothing more to say.
http://solospirit.wustl.edu/
Steve Fossett’ s home page.
http://www.jump.net/~macnutt/gasbasket.html
Great look at an in-progress home built project.
www.fai.org - includes World Air Games
http://www.gasballooning.org/
general site – bios of US pilots

UPCOMING EVENTS
2001 Gordon-Bennett (45th) – 31 Aug. - 9
Sept., Warstein, Germany; tel; 02902/881400;
email: montgolfiade@warsteiner.com
6th America’s Challenge October 6-11, 2001,
Albuquerque, NM (505) 821-1000
2002 Gordon-Bennett Qualifier & AIBF
Gas Event See details on pages 1, 7 & the
insert

FIRST CLASS

Peter Cuneo
1209 Florida Street NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110-6801
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